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Alcoa Buildtfig, FttUbttrgh, Pa. Harrison & Abramomz, Archsiecis

not 10%, Mr. Zeckendorf! 2% is plentyl
We agree with Mr. Zeckendorf that it's worth 10% of a job to achieve 
the distinction that enables the initial 90% to sell itself.* But if you 
can get the effect with less than 2% why spend more? The thousands 
of feet of beautiful marble used in the Alcoa Building in Pittsburgh 
actually cost only 1.7% of the total construction cost.
And that is the story of marble. It does two big things for every con
struction job, whether it’s new building or remodeling. First, it sells 
the job. as no other material can: sells it to the owner, to the tenants, 
to the public. Second, it completes the job. in beauty, with economy, and 
for long years of low-cost service.
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where Beauty is a BUSINESS

Notice bow beautifully
Lifetime VinylROBBINS

TERRA-TILE blends with
the modern Reception Room
and Hair Styling Rooms in
the . .

BEAUTY SALON
MEIER AND FRANK CO.

Portland, Oregon

Distributor.'
Cascade Sales Co.
Portland, Oregon

Dtsign€T:
Beauty Crafters
Los Angeles, Calif.

Installed By:
Meier and Frank Co.
Portland, Oregon



CSW ROBBinS
LIFETIME VINYL

(Pat. Pending)

These 7 important reasons decided Meier and Frank on 

ing ROBBINS Lifetime Vinyl Terra Tile for their new beauty 
salon.

GIVES LIFETIME BEAUTY—Beautiful terrazzo design goes 

clear through— color and pattern are tile>thick.

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY GUARANTEEO-Perfectly 

uared. Will not shrink. An exclusive Robbins develop

LOW MAINTENANCE COST-Cleans easily, quickly. Re

sists damage from strong cleansers, greases, oils, acids.

GIVES QUIET, RESTFUL RESILIENCE-Cushionswalking- 

minimizes fatigue. Footsteps and other sounds are hushed.

EASY TO INSTALL—Robbins exclusive cutting and squaring 

process insures perfect fit. Eliminates dirt catching 
vices.

PERMITS UNLIMITED STYLING-16 beautiful color styles 

give you unlimited designing possibilities.

HIGH WEAR RESISTANCE—Each tile is a completely homo

genous unit chat wears years longer chan conventional lam
inated tiles.

us-

1.

2. sq.
mem.

3.

4.

5.
cre-

6.

7.

Send for Samples end Complete Information

ROBBINS FLOOR PRODUCTS, Inc.
TUSCUMBIA (MUSCLE SHOALS) ALABAMA

See Our Catalog in Sweet's



► In it the warm 
beauty of nature is as evident as in the loveliest cross
country vista. With its soft, natural colors, uniquely 
uniform-texture, and remarkable freedom from im
purities, Indiana Limestone offers the ultimate expres
sion for your most distinguished designs in every type 
of building. That’s why Indiana Limestone is to be 
found in so many of the nation’s most beautiful struc- 

. Still reasonable in cost . . . still immediatelytures
available ... it is still

The Nation's Building Stone

INDIANA LIMESTONE
P, O. BOX 471. BEDFORD. INDIANAINDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE

You are invited to make ftdl and frequent use of our 
technical counsel tvithouf expense or obligation
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7^ LOXIT
FLOOR-LAYING

SYSTEM

^ WKi.L-i.Ail> wikkJ (liHir is l(iiiK-i'uiif(p praiiuniy. It will pay div* 

idmiis ypar after year after year, rediii’ing ntaintenanee c<i»ti> while 
reluining the pmper resiliency for a gixHl playing or wolfing flooi. 
In scureK of gymnuKiuniN, claHsrooniB, field houses, facloriei), stores 
.iiul other wood lloor areas on concrete. Loxit-laid fltwirs are prov
ing this point, Consider. t(Mi, the economy of the Loxit Floor Lay
ing System in Imilding design. For inslunce, the total thickness.of 
a laixit-laid lloor using 2S/32" llooriiig is only 1-].^". a saving of 
TWO INCHES in slriry height over ordinary wood sleeper type 
ronslriicliinr, and. in addition, experienre has shown that there is 
a cost saving 10V<' to 15% when using Loxit to lay wood floor on 
concrete slali. Loxit eliminates wmul sleepers, woixl snii floors, 
nails and adhesives.

CONSULT 
VOUR ARCHITECT
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I LOXIT SYSTEMS, INC
1217 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
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COST 
NEW CIA
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Mod«rnlzed in I9S3—a fypieal class> 
room after modernization. Herman 
Nolsor. DRAFTISTOP Unit Ventiia- 
tor{ and modern lighting are major 
contributiont to claisroom cornfort.

MODERNIZATION
From all outward appearances, Silver Street 
Elementary' School, New Albany, Ind. has 
changed little since it was built in 1915. But 
once you step inside, the miracle is apparent. 
This 39 year old school through moderniza
tion has grown from 10 to 13 classrooms and 
a multi-purpose room. Contrasting color 
treatments, modern lighting, sloped acous
tical ceilings, individual room lavatories 
and the Herman Nelson draft|stop System 
— these and many other features contribute 
to classroom comfort and up-to-date teach
ing practice.
The total construction cost was Sl40,089 —

or only $10,776 per classroom! What’s more 
Architects Hawkins and Walker and Super
intendent of Schools Harry R. Davidson esti
mate that yearly fuel costs will be cut 15 
(o 20% by replacement of the central system 
with the Herman Nelson draft[stop System. 
Send for free copy of "The Story of Elgin", 
another actual case history of how school 
modernization resulted in lower new class
room cost—and how unit ventilation re
turned that cost out of fuel savings. Write 
Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, 
American Air Filter Company, Inc., Louis
ville 8, Kentucky.

M comiciLUNIT VENTILATOR / PRODUCTS
.5?

American Air Filter Company, Inc.
System of Classroom Heating, Ventilating and Coolidg^



FOR THIS GREAT, NEW STYLE 
IN TILE!

MATICO
HURRAHS—from America's value-wise Itome buyers. 
It's high-style Hooring at low asphalt tile prices . . . 
easy to clean . . . lasts for years!
APPLAUSE—from leading decorators. They welcome 
the fresh, new styling that gives them wide freedom 
in CK»ting exciting decorative schemes.
A ROUSING HAND — from architects everywhere. 
Confetti is ide^ for every type of installaticm includ
ing cm-grade, slab construction homes. Fortified with 
polystyrene plastic for bright, enduring colon . . . 
extra tou^ness and resiliency.
Confetti is available in 10 gay. festive colors, in 
9" X 9" tiles of thickness. Write departmwit 12- ' 
today for full details and specification data.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Member: Aepholt Tile Institute 

Joliet, 111. • long fieoch, Calif. • Newburgh, N. Y.

* Gsaieateed by^- 
_Geed HouMkeepiit)’



mlTHE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY
General Oflices: Youngstown, Ohio - Export Office: SOD Fifth Avenue. New York 34, N. Y.

• OR. Cm'MTmV TVBVLAK flOOOIl • CONOt^T 

■AU - OAO sttAm • wmE rieATC • llArLIIOAO TOA('M «P»KI>

STANBAAD PIFK • 1 
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■MKCTI • aTftIP - PLATKt

COKEHOT Boixr.



HOPE’SThe Name Guarantees

Window Walls

Fitch Hall of Pharmacy, Drake University, Dts Moina, la.
Architect, Saarinen, Swanson anJ Saarinen; Associate Architect, Brooks-Borg

This is one of the Hope's Window Walls used extensively in the new build
ings at Drake University. They are constructed from Hope's pressed steel 
subframes and Hope's Heavy Intermediate Projected Windows.

These Window Walls cover the face of the building, eliminating sUKhigh 
masonry and exterior columns. They are easily and quickly installed, saving 
time and cost in erection. They provide ventilation and light in abundance, 
under good control. All types of ventilators can be accommodated in 
Hope's Window Wall construction—and they are weathertight. Write for 
Catalog 134W.

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC, JAMESTOWN, N.Y.
The Finest Buildings Throughout The World Art Fitted With Hope’s Windows



The Impact of Science and Materialism 
on Art Today 

By Hugh Ferriss, F.A.I.A.
Remarks by a past president of The Architectural League of New 
York in its meeting on April 8, 19S4-. Other speakers on this gen
era! subject were Henry S. Churchill, f.a.i.a. (June Journal), 

and Hugh Stubbins, to appear in the August issue.
precise terms used by Dr. Alexis 
Carrell in his book, “Man the Un
known.
parity,” he says, “between the sci
ences of inert matter and those 
which attempt to deal with human 
life.’
like astronomy, chemistry, physics, 
mechanics, are based on concepts 
which can be expressed in exact 
and mathematical language. By 
comparison, those which investigate 
the phenomena of life and human 
nature are as if “lost in a jungle, 
a magic forest, whose countless 
trees unceasingly change place and 
shape.” He says that we have made 
the great mistake of applying to 
Man concepts belonging to the 
mechanical world; and have treated 
the individual as though he were a 
chemical substance, or part of a 
machine.

He says that “we have failed to 
distinguish between the quantita
tive and the qualitative—a mistake

HEIR IMPACT on the world to
day might be briefly stated:

1) The evolution of science and 
of our control over the material 
world is proceeding so swiftly as 
to seem a revolution.

2) There has been no corre
sponding and compensating evolu
tion in the psychological world—in 
personality traits, understanding of 
the deeper needs of society, human 
relationships, spiritual aptitude or 
esthetic development.

3) The discrepancy creates a 
disturbing and dangerous situation.

Example: the H-bomb. Here is 
a triumph of materialism in the 
sense that vast, new control has 
been gained over even the atoms 
of matter. But since Man has 
gained no vast, new controls over 
himself, he now faces the practical 
possibility of his own annihilation.

Before applying to the arts, to
day, the general idea mentioned 
above, let me restate it in the more

T
‘There is a strange dis-

He points out that sciences

Journal of The A. I. A.
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statement of this paper seemed to 
directly apply to the art of archi
tecture as of twenty years ago. 1) 
The evolution of science as ap
plied to the building held, and of 
our control over new building ma
terials, were proceeding so swiftly 
as to seem a revolution. 2) There 
was no corresponding and com
pensating advance in artistic imagi
nation, poetry of form, esthetic 
grasp. 3) The result was a “split 
personality” in architecture, a “civil 
war” in which physical function 
was versus psychological function, 
scientist versus artist, engineer ver
sus architect, “modern” versus 
“traditional.”

Indeed, there were so many 
names for what was versus what, 
that The Architectural League of 
New York, in the late I930’s, 
staged a big variety show of archi
tecture called simply “Versus.”

w’hich has had monumental conse
quences ; because for Man, those 
things which are not measurable 
are more important than those 
which arc measurable.” Among 
the “immeasurable things” he in
cludes thought, moral suffering, 
sacrifice, all the human sentiments, 
all of Man’s religious and esthetic 
functions.

Reading Carrell’s book about 
twenty years ago, it seemed to me 
that his ideas bore directly on the 
art of architecture as it was then 
devel<^ing. For example, the 
“strange disparity” between archi
tects’ then-current successes in tech
nology, engineering, mechanics, and 
their lack of success—of equal suc
cess—in giving expression to hu
man values and human sentiments. 
Were we not applying to Man’s 
shelter too many “concepts belong
ing to the mechanical world”? 
Achieving quantitative success in 
the building industry but not quali
tative success in architectural de
sign? Certainly, many buildings 
of the day w’cre altogether func
tional in respect to “measurable 
thills”; but what about the “im
measurable” things that Carrell 
called “more important”—all of 
Man’s moral, social, religious and 
esthetic functions?

In short, the initial general

Over the succeeding years there 
seem to have been three different 
reactions to the impact of scieiKe 
and materialism on the art of ar
chitecture.

On one hand, there have been 
designers, artistic by nature, who, 
under the impact, rebelled against 
it but w’hose rebellion took the 
form of “escape into the Past."

JUtT, 1954
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They sought to recapture a spirit 
of beauty which had apparently 
vanished; but attempted the re
capture by rebuilding, with slight 
modifications, the material forms 
which that spirit had once en
gendered and enlivened. As though 
one could recall the beloved by ex
huming her body. I knew, and 
personally loved, one gentleman of 
that school; his philosophy seemed 
a compound of nostalgia for the 
Past, disdain for the Present and 
despair for the Future.

patently ashamed of beauty; this 
contrasted with the robust and 
manly days of the Renaissance 
when any man ashamed of beauty 
would have been driven from the 
streets. These clever technologist- 
designers were, in fact, intellec
tually sophisticated and emotionally 
infantile.

♦
Happily, there has been a third 

group and today they seem to be 
taking over. Under the impact of 
science and materialism, they 
neither abandoned their native love 
for beauty, nor sought it only, or 
mainly, in models from the Past. 
Rather, they seemed possessed by a 
craving to somehow discover or 
devise an esthetic expression ger
mane to the only world that can, 
for us, be real—the world about 
us. Call this the curiosity that has 
motivated all explorers, pioneers, 
inventors and deep-sea navigators, 
and has opened up all the new 
lands and seas of the globe. Or 
call it the impulse that some men 
have, to reassert spiritual values 
in however dreary or desperate a 
situation. Anyway, it was some
thing creative in nature. They 
perceived the need (this is the point 
of my story)—the need, in our 
time, of some new kind of impact.

On the other hand, there have 
been designers who, under the im
pact of science and materialism, 
didn't rebel in the slightest. They 
took to it like ducks to water. If
Art had somehow been thrown out.
it was O.K. by them. They were 
so slap-happy about modern tech
nology that they didn't give a 
tinker’s damn about “spiritual 
values.’ Such values couldn’t be
measured, so why bother about 
them? These designers talked as 
though the word "function” meant 
structural or mechanical function, 
solely; and as though people had 
recently been deprived of their psy
chological functions. As to the 
word “beauty,” they never used it; 
it had become somehow feminine or 
downright foolish. They were ap-

JouRNAL or The A. I. A.
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be done by him, considering the cli
mate, the soil, the length of the day 
and the wants of the people, he will 
create a house in which all these 
will find themselves fitted; and 
taste and sentiment will be satisfied 
as well.”

God knows how many philos
ophers, poets or priests have tried, 
in their respective fields, to describe 
the needed impact; but here are a 
few attempts in the field of archi
tecture:

Wurster, at the Princeton Bi
centennial, after referring to 
changes in materials, social condi
tions, etc., said, “Most important 
of all, the need for the spiritual 
and creative aspects in the design 
of buildings.” Neutra has spoken 
of “the need to bridge the gap be
tween beauty and utility.” Giedion 
wrote, “Our thinking should be 
reorganized so that we realize the 
social, moral and emotional de
mands of our work.” Burchard, 
at the A.I.A. Convention in Chi
cago, said, “This is no time to dis
claim beauty. Architects must not 
trim their ideals; but rather must 
seek incessantly, in their works, the 
moving and the human, so that the 
days Man spends in life may be 
uplifted by our constructions.”

This paper began with a gen
eral idea about the impact of sci- 

and materialism on the worldence
today and then applied it to one of 
the arts today, because of my im
pression that if what we do in the 
arts is not related to the world 
around us, it is not worth talking 
about. Of course we all hear, in
art galleries, hushed gossip about 
some artist’s “blue period” vs. his 
“pink period”; and I recently came 
across a professional art critic’s 
stupendous observation that New 
York's 57th Street galleries were 
“somewhat less non-objective in 
April than in IVfarch.’ 
while Rome is burning! Through 
science’s delving into the nature of 
matter, we have already bitten off 

than we can chew; let us now

Fiddling

more
have some further delving into the 
nature of Man. Let us not write 
Finis to the evolutionary scheme 
while we are still Man the Un
known. In a world-mood of fear, 
negation and destruction, it is time 
for artists, including architects, to

One can go back to Emerson: 
“Need we copy the Doric or Gothic 
model? Beauty, convenience, gran
deur of thought and expression, are 
as near to us as to any. 
American artist will study, with 
hope and love, the precise thing to

If the

July, 195+
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make some great affirmations. The power; let us unleash some spiritual 
world has unleashed enough atomic power.

When a Partner Dies
By H. Cochran Fisher, C. L. U.

SUBSTANTIAL PART of the ar
chitectural profession prac

tises in the form of partnerships of 
and forms. Prcsura-

1. His business or professional 
equity is usually the primary base 
of his family financial program.

2. The equity normally depends 
on the architect’s continued scrv-

A
various sizes 
ably these have been organized with 
competent legal advice, and the re
lationships between partners, junior 
partners, and associates, made a 
matter of record for all concerned. 
Not as fully thought out and docu
mented, however, is the train of 
events that follows the death of a

ices if it is to produce income and 
sustain its full value,

3. It is difficult to translate this 
equity into funds for the family, 
funds for tax purposes, funds for 
the needs of his business associates.

4. Skilled replacement roust be 
provided, if the full value of the 
architect's contribution to the firm’s 
activities is to be maintained.

5. The architect’s business re
lationships are usually much more 
intimately interwoven with his fel
low-owners of the business than is 
true in most operations.

6. Good will is apt to represent 
a high proportion of the architec
tural firm’s value, creating more 
than the average crop of tax prob
lems at the death of one of the

The complex readjust-partner.
ments are sure to strain the per
sonal relationships involved at a 
time when the unusual need for
cash is a large part of the picture. 
It is this sudden need which has 
brought into sharp focus the sound 
provision of business life insurance, 
in the interests of a man’s family 
and his fellow partners.

The architect, as a matter of 
fact, has a special interest and con
cern in the subject of business life 
insurance because of the very na
ture of his work:

owners.
In all of the complex situatiems

Journal or The A. I. A.
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catcd to a lifetime of solving prob
lems for others. There is a need 
and a use for a “blueprint” of a 
kind for the business itself, in 
preparedness for the certain con
tingency of the future; for death 
will certainly one day strike at the 
firm’s owners.

that arise from such conditions, 
business life insurance can and does 
play an important role. It is al
most the only known device for 
providing the necessary immediate 
cash for the executors for tax pur
poses ; it is certainly the most ef
fective means of providing the cash 
needed for redistribution of the 
firm’s ownership and for paying off 
the family of the deceased owner 
without sacrifices on the part of 
the remaining owners.

The business interest of an 
owner of business has come to be 
widely recognized for what it is 
a vital factor in the family financial 
programs of each of the owners in
volved. And business life insur
ance not only protects the families 
against economic loss following the 
death of the family head, but pro
tects the very life of the business 
against dislocations following the 
death of any of its owners.

This protection cannot be as
sured without a plan—and it must 
be a plan which takes into con
sideration a wide range of possible 
contingencies, involving many per
sons, many families and a large and 
growing tax load. Establishment 
of such a plan, through business 
life insurance, should come more 
naturally to an architect than to 
most business men, for he is dedi-

4^

A great many architectural firms 
are partnerships. In the case of a 
partnership, the firm is automati
cally dissolved upon the death of 
any partner. Under some laws, 
the partnership is not immediately 
dissolved, but normal partnership 
operations cease even then, and the 
surviving partners become what 
is known as “liquidating trustees 
they cannot do new' business, but 
wind up the affairs of the firm. 
Hence, some definite plan, set up 
in advance of death, is a prerequis
ite, if the family’s interests are to 
be preserved and the business con
tinued. Under today’s complicated 
business, tax and estate structure, 
it is even essential that a plan be 
set up, if the business is to be dis
continued—a plan for dissolution 
of the business with a minimum 
of disturbance to the equities of all 
concerned. Business life insurance 
—partnership insurance in this case 
—provides a structure and frame-
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member of the firm; that a business 
continuation agreement be estab- 
lifhed; that a sound valuation of 
the business be agreed upon; that 
valuation bases be kept current 
from year to year; that a means be 
established for providing immediate 
cash following a death of a member 
of the firm. To do all this usually 
requires the combined services of 
the firm’s accountant, attorney, 
banker and life underwTiter. This 
is a four-way team that can sit in 
consultation over the firm’s future 
and work out a plan which will an
ticipate the greater part of all pos
sible future contingencies. The re
latively small investment put into 
such a consultation by the firm can 
result in vast savings for the fam
ilies of all owners and the firm 
itself—indeed, it can actually be 
the detail which will avert a death 
warrant for the business following 
the death of an owner.

work within which these details 
can be covered.

The close corporation is not too 
much different, even though it is 
not dissolved automatically upon 
the death of an owner. Repercus
sions very similar to those affect
ing partnerships may ensue unless 
definite provision is made for dis- 
poation of the deceased stock
holder’s shares. Just as in the case 
of the partnership, the potential 
losses and entanglements affect both 
the family of the deceased owner 
and remaining owners of the busi
ness.

And, needless to say, the sole 
proprietorship is fraught with a 
whole long list of troubles, unless 
the future of the business is care
fully planned and the interests of 
family and employees conserved.

This planning for the life pro
tection of a business is a much more 
complicated operation than was the 
case only a single generation ago. 
Especially In view of the compli
cated tax structure that has grown 
up, the details involved in planning 
for business continuation and the 
distribution of equities in the busi
ness upon the death of an owner 
have become both multitudinous 
and complex.

It is essential, for instance, that 
adequate wills be drawn for each

^me of these essentials may be 
regarded—by those who do not 
understand the intricacies involved 
—as simple and obvious and not 
necessarily requiring too much ad
vance planning. For instance, the 
members of an architectural firm 
may believe that they know the 
value of each member’s equity, the

JouRVAL OF The A. I. A.
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value of the hrm and the amount 
required to pay out each member’s 
equity to his family in the event of 
death. But it has to be remembered 
that this valuation has to satisfy 
others than the firm members. 
Actual valuation at time of death 
is determined by the tax authorities 
and made the basis of the death

lied upon, as it might have a gen
eration or two ago. Too many 
legal complications are involved. 
A definite “buy and sell agreement” 
must be entered into by the part
ners or co-ow'ners, with the valua
tion written into this agreement.

Hence, not only must a Another matter that must be 
carefully worked out in advance is 
the question of just where the fam
ily of a firm member is to stand in 
the business continuation plan. It 
is too late to decide this, after that 
member’s death, for by then the 
legal complications, if any, arc al
ready in motion. Perhaps the son 
may be wanted in the firm. But if 
the members of the family have 
neither technical skills nor business 
experience, it would certainly be 
best for both family and firm that 
the widow or children be elimi
nated from the management struc
ture. This is often impossible un
less carefully planned in advance 
through the details of the business 
continuation agreement.

Tax money must be made avail
able immediately following the 
death of a business owner. Tax 
payment is the first order of busi
ness, with priority over all other 
considerations, whether family 
needs or the livelihood of the busi-

taxes.
valuation be agreed upon in ad
vance by each member of the firm 
and kept up to date—by agreement 
—at all times, but it must be set
up under expert guidance with a 
view to satisfying the tax authori
ties as well.

Good W’ill, for instance, is far 
too often overlooked or minimized 
in this connection. Especially in 
an architectural firm, good will is 
apt to be a vital part of valuation. 
The future business of the firm may 
hinge on the particular skill of an 
individual firm member. The taxes 
are going to be applied on the basis 
of full value—including good ■will. 
And in the final analysis, it is going 
to be the tax collector’s opinion as 
to good will that will determine 
the valuation. Hence this must be 
considered in advance and ample 
funds provided for tax payments 
in line -with this.

Furthermore, no such thing as a 
gentleman’s agreement can be re

JULT, 19S4
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ness. Numerous firms have found 
it necessary in recent years to dis
solve, following the death of an 
owner of the business, merely be
cause provision had not been made 
for the cash to pay taxes, and the 
business or some of its assets had to 
be sold to meet the taxes. In the 
case of an architectural firm, this 
could mean the loss of most of the 
valuation, for its net worth is 
largely dependent on its uninter
rupted operation; there is little in 
the way of tangible assets in such 
a firm.

Architects are apt to find another 
area of special concern in connec
tion with the “key man” factor. 
Most firms of architects specialize 
in some particular type of plan
ning—schools, office buildings, sub
urban homes, etc.—and that spe
cialty reputation many hinge to a 
great degree upon the ability and 
reputation of one particular archi
tect. He may be an owner or pos

sibly only an employee. In either 
case, there is a special “valuation” 
to consider in netting up the pattern 
for business life insurance, relating 
to that key man’s continued service 
with the firm. His replacement 
must be provided, and this often 
requires time and funds. Special 
“key man” insurance is thus an im
portant tool in sound financial 
planning for the firm.

Business
grown to be an important part of 
the over-all structure of life in
surance protection in America. 
There are no estimates as to how 
much is now owned by architec
tural firms, but it has been esti
mated that well over 1,000,000 of 
America’s 4,000,000 business firms 
use some form of business life in- 
.surance today. It is reported that 
annual purchases of this business 
protection now run to $2,000,000,- 
000—and the total in force is many 
billions.

life insurance has

Scholarships and Fellowships Awarded
University of Illinois

nounccs the award of the Francis of Seattle, was named alternate.
J. Plym Traveling Fellowship in 
Architecture for 1954 to Richard bana, 111., is announced by the New’ 
Edward Nevara, of Chicago, a York Chapter, A.I.A., as the 
1951 graduate in architecture, re- winner of the 1954 LeBrun 
cently returned from service in the Traveling Scholarship. Mr. Crum-
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Brian John Crumlish of Ur-
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lish, holding a bachelor’s and a Jury: Robert I. Carson, Chairman, 
master’s degree from University of Hugh Ferriss, f-a.i.a., Prof. H. H. 
Illinois, is also licensed. The de- Linn, Dean Leopold Arnaud, 
sign problem which decided the F.A.I.A., Thome Sherwood, and 
award was an elementary school. Harmon H. Goldstone.

From the viewpomt of an architect 
experienced in the deeign of chnichee

Architecture and the Arts in Relation 
to Worship 

By Walter A. Taylor
An address (materiallF abridged) before the joint meeting of 
the National Council of Churches, Department of Church Build
ing and Architecture, and the Church Architectural Guild, Knox

ville, Teoo., January 5, 1954
stages of financing, design and con
struction, fourth in dollar volume 
of all major building t)rpes, ex
ceeded only by housing, schools and 
hospitals; the permanence of this 
tremendous investment; the sacri
ficial giving of church building 
funds; building costs; matters of 
professional practice, proper fees, 
etc. These matters alone would 
justify a meeting of leaders in the 
financing and design of this great 
volume of construction.

B. Some matters are definitely 
architectural and make the church 
building unique as architecture, 
constituting perhaps the greatest 
challenge to the architectural pro
fession. Here is a type of build
ing which must be appropriate and

HIS CONFERENCE of clergy 
and architects is convened to 

discuss church architecture, for a 
variety of reasons. These various 
reasons and matters of concern may 
be grouped in ascending order of 
importance in four categories: a. 
factual and statistical, b. architec
tural, c. religious needs, d. moral, 
ethical and social trends of our 
times.

Altogether we are talking about 
the integration of the two greatest 
arts of civilization: the social art 
of worship and the plastic art of 
architecture.

A. Some of the obvious factual 
and statistical items to be noted 
are: the tremendous volume of 
church building now in various

T
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tution of architecture, a noble, 
creative art ? Can we continue to 
countenance its use as a rubber- 
stamp trademark that says: “this 
is a cburch because it has pointed 
arches”; that has a kind of dis
tinctiveness comparable to the 
porcelain-enamel White Tower 
which says “hamburgers and cof-

cffective both as exterior and in
terior, in comparison to a theater 
which is only interior, or a monu
ment which is mostly concerned 
with exterior effects.

The church is the architect’s 
most difficult assignment. After 
solving all the complex plan re
lationships—due to the high de
velopment of the church program 
of activities—and the technical 
problems of structure, weather- 
tightness, safety, convenience and 
other requirements found in all 
building types, we are called upon 
to give it an architectural character 
which will “express the inexpres
sible,” to add the plus qualities, 
the “priceless ingredients” which 
will make it a place worthy of 
man’s spiritual aspirations and de
votion.

Both architecture and religion 
demand a twentieth-century solu- 
ti<m of this most difficult problem. 
The church must live in the twen
tieth century and at the same time 
must manifest enduring values. It 
must be a solution that arises spon
taneously out of our culture.

We must recognize that a great 
deal of American church architec
ture of the past 150 years has not 
been a free, spontaneous expression 
of our culture. We must face this 
question: Can we permit the prosti

fee.
We must face the question of 

whether regurgitated Gothic is to 
be the theme song of Christian ar
chitecture in America in the twen
tieth century at the cost of great 
financial extravagance, not to men
tion a high degree of absurdity re
sulting from backward-looking 
romanticism.

Those of us who say “this shall 
not be” must then answer the ques
tion: Is there a Christian archi
tectural leit-motif which trans
cends time, gec^raphy and na
tionalism? The answer is “yes,” 
and that really basic architectural 
tradition has been transposed and 
harmonized and expressed in a wide 
variety of architectural modes. 
(When I practiced in China for 
the Episcopal Church, I refused to 
do allegedly Gothic churches. We 
designed churches and other build- 

that were Chinese and beings
longed in China).

The real architectural tradition

jMiRNAL OF Thi a. I. A.
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and the cwluring verities of Chris- this difference. Church architec- 
tian architecture, are in terms of ture is important because Christian 
proportion, plan, height, length, worship is corporate and Christian 
vista, harmony, unity of color and life is one of fellowship, 
form. This creation and condition- D. We are most urgently con
ing of space for worship can be ac- cerned with the trends of the times 
complished with any and all kinds 
of building materials and systems 
of structure by the talented de
signer who understands the church.

The on-coming generation have 
already enough tendency to regard 
the church as a “champion of lost 
causes”—as a curious anachronism 
—I suspect largely because of its 
anachronistic architecture. As they 
find that the Christian Gospel has 
significance for mid-twentieth cen
tury, they will demand that it be 
stated in the language of our day.

C. We are also concerned with 
the perennial religious needs of the 
Christian community as they affect 
architecture. While some seem to 
be concerned almost exclusively
with the process or phenomenon of congregations, may require new 
conversion, we all realize that types of pre^rams, methods and 
Christianity is essentially congrega- facilities, 
tional in character, that it is both 
personal and corporate. This makes 
all the difference in the world be- These new members of the house- 
tween the Christian church and a hold of faith may need to learn to 
Greek temple or a Buddhist shrine, worship. There are too many kinds 
The seven-day-a-wcefc ministry of of group activities modeled on 
the contemporary Protestant secular organizations which are not 
Church is a practical expression of enduring as substitutes for wor-
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as they affect church architecture. 
It is generally recognized that w’e 
arc at a period of crisis in the moral 
and ethical life of the nation in 
terms of our relationships to each 
other and to the rest of the world. 
There is something like a mass 
turning to religion. The percent
age of church membership is in
creasing at double the rate of in
crease of the population. This does 
not reckon many spontaneous move
ments in the form of voluntary in
terdenominational discussion and 
study groups not formally cot- 

nected with organized religion. 
This new, surging impulse, as it 
moves into the organized churches, 
or results in the formation of new*
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working week and the increase of 
labor-saving home devices, provid
ing more leisure than people know 
how to use constructively—the 
church’s response to its share of 
this responsibility will continue to 
have important effects upon pro
gramming and planning.

ship. Large numbers of Protest
ants now realize the importance 
of non-verbal communication, and 
are increasingly concerned about 
the characteristic Protestant over
emphasis on the car-gate at the 
expense of the eye-gate. The time 
has come for a reappraisal and clear 
understanding of the relationship 
of the visual and plastic arts to 
religion.

There is recognition of the neces
sity of communication: “If you are 
going to share your vision . . . you 
are bound to employ the arts of 
representation . . . There is no 
choice between art and no art.” 
But Protestantism, reacting from 
Puritan barrenness, is prone to use 
beauty as mere decoration. The 
reconciliation of religion with art 
is still a problem of our time.

Americans are the most mobile 
people in the world. The prob
lem of serving new, old and shift
ing populations brings with it com
plex problems of programming 
and of buildings which should be 
adaptable, in terms of flexibility 
and expansibility. It is my impres
sion that, with the exception of the 
Councils of Churches in the largest 
cities, the churches have not made 
adequate use of the valuable data 
and forecasts available through 
city-planning commissions and 
other similar sources.

You represent two deeply signi
ficant aspects of our culture and 
civilization which might appear to 
some to be poles apart but which 
are closely tied together in an es
sentia] duality. You are met here 
because, as leaders of two profes
sional groups, you realize that you 
cannot be casual about building for 
religion. The church building is 
not only shelter. Some people have 
said "we can worship in a barn”;

4*

Other current trends of socio
logical rather than theological im
port may or should affect the plan
ning of church buildings:

A new specialty in the fields of 
ps3rchology and sociolc^, knowu as 
group dynamics, may have some
thing to say which will seriously 
affect planning and which should 
not be disregarded because it is 
secular in origin.

The prc^lem of the shorter
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not bound by it; b. Then, profound 
social and economic change, transi
tion from a feudal to a mercantile

and the answer is: "maybe you can 
—but you don’t.”

The church building must be not 
only an efficient instrument of serv
ice. It has a much greater and 
more pervasive significance; it is 
a votive offering, something better 
than the average in quality, some
thing analogous to the cruse of 
precious ointment which Christ ac
cepted, praising the donor; it is a 
memorial to the faith of our 
fathers; a psalm of praise to Al
mighty God and a witness of our 
desire to share and to serve. How 
can we create architecture that will 
be all of these things?

We are now certainlysociety.
going through a bloodless social 
revolution; c. Then, the church
was a dominant element in society. 
Now, with separation of church 
and state we cannot of course ex
pect a parallel situation, but cer
tainly the church could be much 
more effective than it is, without 
formal political power. Perhaps 
this is the missing link, the reason 
why our religious architecture has 
been so confused and ineffectual; 
d. Then, a new age of the mind of 
man. Our intellectual revolution is 
certainly more profound than the 
Renaissance and the Reformation 
put together.

We rightly admire the great 
creations of a vital age, the Gothic 
architecture of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. But even Dr. 
Cram has said that the results of 
this thirteenth-century miracle can
not be reproduced, cannot be re
created. Is it impossible that it 
might be reenacted ?

Let us look for a moment at the 
elements of the medieval situation 
which produced this architectural 
miracle and ask ourselves whether 
or not we are in an analogous situa
tion : a. Then, as now, far-reaching 
improvements in structural tech
nique—grounded in experience, but

The time is not far off when 
religious architecture will be cre
ated which will be analogous to the 
great architecture of the Middle 
Ages. The professions represented 
here can make the decisions and 
choices, can provide the leadership 
which will bring us closer to the 
reenactment of the great miracle.

What shall it be then for twen
tieth-century America: rubber-
stamp stylism or genuine architec
tural character? Reconstructed 
archaeolc^ or creative designing?

JvvT. t954
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highly, respectability orShall we ccmtinue toying with the 
trivia and trimmings or shall we 
come to grips with the real es
sentials ? Shall we follow the easy 
way of attempting reproduction, 
creating unconvincing pictures of a 
departed age, or shall it be the 
harder way of solving the problem 
of our time in terms of our re
sources? Shall it be more copyism, 
or the current expression of a living 
tradition ? Which do we prize

more
vitality?

In the church the two greatest of 
the arts, worship, the supreme and 
distinctive mark of man as a spirit
ual being, and architecture, the 
mistress art, which at its best has 
produced the greatest of man’s crea
tions, are met in a great composite 
art; in a ministry of consecrated 
skill.

Auguste Ferret, 1874-1954
AN APPRECIATION 

By Eric L. Bird, F.R.I.B.A.
EDITOR OF THE R.l.B.A. JOURNAL

The following appreciation appeared in the RJ.B.A. Journal for 
March 1954, and is reprinted by permission. Following it is a 
letter printed in the April R.I.B.A. Journal, supplementing Mr. 
Bird's appreciation. Perret, elected an Honorary Corresponding 
Member of The A.I.A. in 1947, received The Institute’s Gold 

Medal in 1952.
man trained in the Beaux-Arts 
tradition, with its care for ordon- 
nance and modenature, two words

UGUSTE Perret, Royal Gold 
Medallist in 1948, died on 

26 February at the age of 80.
Among those who have domi- whose precise meanings are difli- 

nated the modern movement, Per- cult to translate into English and 
ret is unique. His buildings, like which indeed represent an archi- 
his ideas, were personal; they were tectural attitude of mind which is 
anything but derivative. He had barely unikrstood outside France, 
no world-wide following, being 
above everything else a French ar
chitect. This is not surprising in a

A

Trained by Guadet, who re
garded "structure as the generator 
of form,” Ferret’s naturally inven-
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tive and original mind seized upon 
reinforced concrete—then a com
paratively new and unexplored ma
terial—and subjected it to a study 
so profound, subtle and painstak
ing that no one else has ever quite 
equalled his mastery of it. He it 
was who first made the important, 
but now apparently so obvious, 
discovery that reinforced concrete 
is a material in its own right and 
not, as was then thought, a mere 
substitute for masonry. Today we 
are so accustomed to the phrase 
“reinforced concrete frame” that 
we overlook the fact that this con
ception by Perrct was at one time 
startlingly new.

The realization by Ferret that 
reinforced concrete has a kinship 
with carpentry was perhaps natural 
to a man accustomed to French 
medieval and Renaissance timber 
framing in which the straight- 
stemmed forest-grown oaks, so dif
ferent from our short, curved, field- 
grown oaks, played so important a 
part- It is therefore not surprising 
that Ferret’s buildings have a 
strongly trabeated flavor.

But he went far beyond the idea 
that reinforced concrete should be 
used solely as a skeleton, as some
thing to be covered with the flesh 
of other materials- The English 
have been stucco-minded since the

days of Nash, and we take readily 
to the notion of covering a struc
tural framing. Not so the French, 
whose logical minds reject such a 
covering as something not wholly 
honest. So Ferret embarked on a 
half century of experiment in the 
surfacing of concrete; bush ham
mering, tooling, and the use of ex
posed special aggregates were all 
developed by him in the search for 
a significant and pleasing surface 
finish to the structural material. 
His Museum of Public Works in 
Paris is a storehouse of ideas on 
concrete finishes; he used to boast 
that there was not a single piece of 
plaster in the building.

No man was less swayed by ar
chitectural fashions or the theories 
of others; he followed his own lines 
of thought with single-mindedness 
and courage. His columns whidi 
taper downwards shocked pro
foundly his academic colleagues; 
but he realized that it is the joint 
at the top of a reinforced concrete 
column which matters most, so he 
made them thick at the top and 
thin at the bottom, like a table leg, 
regardless of the critics. His fa
mous church at Le Rainey, built in 
1923, flouted the traditional con
ception of church architecture with

July, 1954
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all its powerful ecclesiastical au
thority behind it. Almost as bold 
was his defiance of the Beaux-Arts 
conception of theater design when 
he built the Champs Elysces thea
ter in 1911; though it is said he 
here resorted to guile, leading his 
clients to believe, until it was too 
late, that the building was in the 
style of Louis XVI.

every architect who aspires to be 
a leader is expected to expound his 
theories in a book or books, and 
consciously to attract followers. It 
is typical of the man that his speech 
on receiving the Royal Gold Medal 
at the R.I.B.A. is one of the short
est on record and that in it he said, 
“My satisfaction is all the greater 
because the way I have followed 
is not one which usually leads to 
honors.”

This appreciation of Auguste 
Ferret may perhaps clc«e fittingly 
with the words spoken by the then 
President R.I.B.A., Sir Lancelot 
Keay, when presenting the medal: 
“His buildings have always been 
twenty years in advance of their 
epoch; but today we are beginning 
to understand the immense courage 
which animates him, the risks 
which he has run and the richness 
of his imagination.”

But Ferret was far more than 
a bold and original constructor. 
His office building in the Faubourg 
Potssoniere in Paris, built in 1898 
when he was 24 years old, intro
duced American office planning to 
France.
theater was planned on sight-line 
and acoustic considerations. His 
garage at Ponthieu, built as early 
as 1906, is the prototype of glass fa- 
^des. As a designer his handling 
of massing and proportions was 
masterly. His appreciation of form 
led him to apply optical corrections, 
such as entasis, to long lines on his 
buildings, in spite of the immense 
complications in the design and 
setting up of formwork which en
sued.

The Champs Elys^

The Editor, R.I.B.A. Journal 
Sir,—No appreciation of Auguste 
Ferret, however short, can afford 
to omit mentioning Perret the 
teacher. The number of his pupils 
trained in his office or in the Ecole 
Spedale d’Architecture, may speak 
for itself. Among them are to be 
found names like Charles Edouard

Perret never bothered to pub
licize his beliefs; he preferred his 
buildings to speak for themselves. 
This fact serves to emphasize his 
uniqueness in a generation where

Journal of The A. I. A.
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Jeanneret (Le Corbusier), Hon- 
ncgger, Bcrtold Lubetkin, Bcau- 
douin and Lods, Pierre Vago, to 
mention only a few.

Perret did not write a book; but 
he expounded his theory emphati
cally as a teacher and, again, as a 
contributor to periodicals. UAr~ 
ckitecture d'Aujourd’hui was, be
fore the war, something like his 
mouthpiece, and the articles writ
ten in this important monthly pub
lication by his pupils Vago and 
Imbert are clearly Perretistc in 
tendency.

His personality was, if anything, 
that of a professor; his language 
incisive, clear, convincing, epigram
matic. You could not listen to 
him without receiving one or two 
of his epigrams, like: L‘architecture 
e’est ce qui fait les belles mines, or; 
une fenetre e’est un homme; or, 
again: ne pas montrer un support 
c est une erreur; dissimuler un sup
port e’est un crime.

If it is true that he has been, first 
and foremost, a French architect, 
his following is yet, to some extent, 
international. Nobody who had 
the privilege of meeting him could 
remain indifferent to the force of 
his personality, his speech, his ges
tures which betrayed a kind of dry 
charm. The way he walked: erect 
and with short, quick paces, his 
straw hat, his fisherman’s beard, 
his walking stick, his "cravate mag- 
nifiquement bien mal fichue” were 
imitated by the most devoted 
among his followers.

Now that he is gone we have 
nothing left but the bust of Bour
delle and some good photographs to 
invoke his features: the broad dome 
of his head, his short, strong nose, 
his wise eyes with their twinkle 
of malicious humor: a head of 
antique dignity: the noblest, the 
most sculptural head I have seen.

Julius Posener
Arch. Dipl. Ing.

They Say:
attitude toward change. Going 
out to look for a change instead 

It of waiting for it to come. Research, 
for practical men, is an effort to do

Charles Kettering
"Research” is a high-hat word 

that scares a lot of people, 
needn’t. It is rather simple. Es
sentially, it is nothing but a state things better and not to be caught 
of mind—a friendly, welcoming asleep at the switch. The research
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state of mind can apply to any
thing: personal affairs or any kind 
of business, big or little. It is the 
problem-solving mind as con
trasted with the let-well-enough- 
alone mind. It is the composer 
mind instead of the fiddler mind. 
It is the “tomorrow” mind instead 
of the “yesterday” mind.

fiobert Moses, Hon. A.I.A.
(In a talk before the Ne>w York
Building Congress, April 1, 1954)
Parenthetically, I like to see the 

unions in business. It gives them 
an idea of our headaches. Why not 
a reversal of roles in this melo
drama—the unions becoming land
lords, the landlords laying brick, 
the bankers making engineering 
blueprints and the engineers learn
ing how to add and subtract. What 
say we try it?

R. Schofield Morris
PRESIDENT, ROYAI. ARCHITECTURAL IN
STITUTE OF CANADA
(In the editorial in the January 1954
Journal of the R.AJ.C.)
One would not have to be a very 

keen observer to detect a turning 
away by thoughtful architectural 
critics from some of the exuber
ances of our post-war period. The 
very fact that imagination has been 
freed and traditional restraints re
moved is making us more soberly 
thoughtful, more critical of new 
forms of expression, less apt to mis
take novelty for beauty, less will

ing to accept the philosophies of 
contemporary prophets without 
fully understanding them, more re
spectful of the restraints imposed 
upon us by climate and environ
ment. New’ methods and new' ma
terials are being sought for and 
judged more for their fitness, 
beauty, economy and durability 
than for their novelty. Perhaps 
we may be on the threshold of find
ing something really worthwhile in 
modern life to reflect in the perma
nency of our buildings in place of 
the shoddiness which is characteris
tic of so much of it.
George Nelaon

{In ’’Design as Communication," In
dustrial Design, April 1954)
Every design is in some sense a 

social communication, and w'hat 
matters is not so much the impor
tance of the object—this is usually 
out of the designer’s control—as 
the emotional intensity with which 
the essentials have been explored 
and expressed. Truth is a most 
important quality in design of any 
dimension and people tend to rec
ognize it when they see it.

Jobs R. Fugard, F.A.I.A.
{In an address before the Gulf 
States Regional Conference, Mont
gomery, Ala., October 25, 1952)

Here in the South is where archi
tecture, and particularly domestic 
architecture, reached the highest
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very tiny minority which, with or 
without the aid of the National 
Trust, can continue to fulfill their 
original function, how far can their 
value survive conversicKi into 
schools, lunatic asylums or govern
ment offices? In so far as their in
teriors are concerned, hardly at 

Inclusion in a museum may 
be the kiss of death, but it is only 
a death of the spirit. Conversion 
into a reform school means physical 
annihilation as well. They must 
depend, therefore, for their sur
vival upon the merits of their ex
teriors and their value in the land
scape.

pinnacle of satisfaction to the ap
preciative mind. Here we may see 
and read of the “Beautiful in Ar
chitecture.” How different in these 
days where the term “beautifur’ is 
scarcely ever applied to building 
designs, but they are classified as 
striking,” as “functional, as ex

citing,” and other such trick terms 
as “imaginative architecture.

U ii
all.

Astragal
{In The Architect’s Journal, London,
April 22.1954)
We seem to be ctmiing to the 

conclusion that the window wall 
ought to be kept for special oc
casions and places where you can 
assemble enough heat, curtains and 
Venetian blinds to offset its serious 
drawbacks. In all other living and 
working spaces there’s a great deal 
to be said for a window/floor area 
ratio which does not exceed twenty 
per cent.

Howard M. Robertson, F.R.I.B.A. 
President, Royal Institute of 
British Architscts

{In his inaugural address, Navem-
ber 4, 1952)

Let us not lose awareness of the
psychological dangers of excessive 
repetition, and consider on the 
practical side the slum-creation pos
sibilities of multiplying repetitive 
types based on expediency alone. 
Although manufactured homes can 
fill specific needs and have attrac
tive export possibilities, there must 
surely be for us some better solution 
than that of evolving a packaged 
architecture, which incidentally 
produces its own peculiar problems 
of obsolescence.

Oabert Lancaster
{Speaking on "The Future of the 
Past'. Some Thoughts on Preserva
tion" before the R.I.B.A., March 3, 
1953)

In our present circumstances al
most every county in England has 
five times as many fine 18th-cen
tury examples [of country houses] 
alone as can possibly be supported 
in the conditions to which they are 
accustomed- Apart from the very,
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Mortos' Owen Withey 
Engineer and Emeritus Dean of 

the College of Engineering, 
Univer^ity of Wisconsin

ELECTED 1954 AS HONORARY 
MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN 
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

Richard Eugene Fuller, Fh.I). LL.D.. 
Philanthropist, Geologist. Director and 
Joint Donor of the Seattle Art Mu
seum to the city of Seattle
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Simplified section
showing runsiruction
of the Memorial

. W K X Z^A U I N
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A projected Memorial to the lace
Angelo Masieri, an Italian student of
architecture, in the form of a library
and students' residence on the Grand
Canal, V'cnice.
Frank Llovp Wright, ^Architect

Facing psRc: the
facade on the Grand
Canal

Main Hoor plan
facing on the
(>rand Canal
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Stainless-steel, color-enameled plaque 
to mark the winning buildings in 

The Institute's annual program of Honor Awards. 
Designed by JoKS' How^RD Benson
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National Honor Award Plaques
1949 through 1953 and will be 
presented to the respective owners. 
The buildings are:

SOME MONTHS AGO The Board 
authorized the design and ex

ecution of a permanent display rec
ord for buildings that receive The 
Institute’s annual Honor Awards. 
The record was to be of a form 
that could be fastened to the in
terior or exterior of a building and 
which would endure the wear of 
weather and time.

John Howard Benson, calli
grapher and sculptor, was commis
sioned to design and execute the 
marker, and has turned out the 
plaque illustrated on page 26. It 
is of stainless steel, 6^" x II", in 
which the seal and lettering are 
deeply etched, and then enameled.

Honor Award” and the date are 
in crimson, the seal and Institute 
lettering in black. Mr. Benson 
visualized the plaque as mounted 
on cither slate or a hardwood. The 
only care would be an occasional 
polishing, and waxing would re
duce the frequency of that need.

A later recommendation of the 
Committee on Honor Awards 
asks The Board to have engraved 
on the plaques the name of the 
building and the name of the ar
chitect.

Plaques have been made to mark 
the Honor Awards of the years

1949: A two-bedroom residence 
near San Francisco, Calif. 

Frederick L. Langhorst, 
architect

Corona Del-Mar School, 
Corona Del-Mar, Calif. 

Marsh, Smith & Powell, 
architects

1950: House of H. C. Hvistcn- 
dahl, Calif.

A. Quincy Jones, Jr., ar
chitect

Davison Department Store, 
Augusta, Ga.

Harold M. Heatley and 
Ketchum, Gina & Sharp, 
architects

1951: Clearwater County Me- 
• morial Hospital, Bagl^, 

Minn.
Thorshov & Cerny, archi
tects

Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, 
Houston, Tex.

Stone & Pitts, architects 
and engineers

1952: Lever House, New York, 
N. Y.

Skidmore, Owings 
Merrill, architects

U

&
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Office of William S. Beck
ett, Los Angeles, Calif. 

William S. Beckett, ar
chitect

Gaffney's Lake Wilderness 
Lodge, Maple Valley, 
Wash.

Young & Richardson, 
Carleton & Detlie, archi
tects

1953: Engineering Staff Building 
for General Motors, War
ren, Mich.

Saarinen, Saarinen & As
sociates, architects 
Smith, Hinchman &: 
Grylls, architects and en
gineers

North Carolina State Fair 
Pavilion, Raleigh, N. C. 

William Henley Deitrick, 
architect
Matthew Nowicki, con
sultant
Severud, Elstad, Kreuger, 
engineering consultants

The Sense of Beauty
By Henry Tideman

says the philoso
pher Santayana, “is a sense 

of pleasure in things at a distance.” 
And he points out that we would 
not speak, for example, of the finest 
steak as having a beautiful taste; 
we would be shocked at so gross a 
usage; we reserve the word for 
things more measurably distant 
from ourselves. And yet, does he 
not, in agreeing with Keats that 
beauty is subjective, in the eye of 
the beholder, give us a sufficient 
clue to the relationship of Truth 
and Beauty?

For if beauty is a sensation with
in man, then to produce this sensa
tion, two elements are required:

First, there must exist an object 
which has within it relationships 
capable of arousing the sense of 
beauty; and

Second, there must exist a mind 
which has within it the capacity to 
recognize these relationships.

Might we then say that there 
may exist within an object certain 
relationships, certain “harmonies” 
which, when recognized, arouse the 
sense of beauty? Yet that, what-

B EAUTY,
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ever the qualities within the ob
ject, there can be no sense of beauty 
until an awareness of them acts 
upon the human mind, even as it is 
said that sound waves may exist 
without there being any sound, un
til those waves act upon the human 
eardrum, and their message passes 
to the brain?

And so a particular painter, for 
example, might make certain care
ful arrangements of colored pig
ment upon canvas without a gen
eral arousing of the sense of beauty, 
until there arose a generation ca
pable of enjoying those arrange
ments.

And so though a Scotchman, ac
customed to the peculiar ancient 
scale of the Scotch bagpipe, finds 
in the patterns of its music certain 
relationships which arouse in him a 
sense of beauty; yet our ears, ac
customed instead to our usual 
musical scale and considering each 
two successive notes of bagpipe 
music dissonant, quickly tire of a 
search for particular relationships 
not there; the pattern is not felt, 
the sense of beauty is not aroused.

And so the mathematician, rec
ognizing the harmonious relation 
of an economy of means to a de
sired end, will murmur “Beauti
ful !” as he considers a particularly 
successful solution to an abstruse

problem by the means of the calcu
lus; the child will delight in the 
glitter of street carnival lighting 
v/hich may arouse only complaints 
in the lighting engineer; a success
ful military maneuver may arouse 
the sense of beauty in the student 
of tactics and just a sense of horror 
at human butchery in the rest of
us.

Yet the eternal search for har
mony, the eternal desire for the 
sense of beauty, seems to be in
herent in all rational men. And 
must it not be so, when the very 
process of learning is the develop
ment of an ability to recognize re
lationships; when our every move
ment is an effort to arrange the 
physical world into a pattern more 
satisfactory to ourselves?

Thus, when a building bears 
within itself a particularly success
ful relation of structural parts to 
each other and to its appearance; 
when its parts are so disposed as 
to serve their purpose in an un
usually successful fashion; when 
it has been constructed by taking 
the fullest advantages of the re
sources of current civilization, we 
may, if our minds arc trained to 
see, recognize within it, or in its 
relationship to the world about it, 
some of those harmonies we call 
Truth; and those particular har-
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men will regard as increasingly 
beautiful, the more carefully they 
study it and the more their power 
of appreciation grows.

monies may arouse in us a sense of 
beauty.

Yet arc there not many other 
kinds of harmonies, not necessarily 
related to Truth, which are pos
sible in buildings—harmonies of 
line, of color, of pre^ortion, of 
mass, of rhythm, to name but a 
few—all of which can, when they 
arc recognized, arouse the sense of 
beauty ? As a matter of fact, since 
these arc the most easily recognized 
harmonies, are they not often en
joyed by those who would not think 
to look for or to enjoy any degree 
of the underlying harmonics we 
call Truth? For the sense of beauty 
in man waits not on the critic, to 
come forth only at his command. 
It is and can only be a personal 
thing.

And deeper laid than even this, 
does not the mind of man store 
away the memory of certain par
ticular relationships in which it 
pleasures, so that the sight of a mere 
symbol, meaningless to the stranger, 
may bring to the beholder a sense 
of beauty? May not the philo
sophic historian, viewing the Flor
entine Palace, and seeing in the 
fabric not merely stone and mortar, 
but the story of the times; the 
story of the mind of man rising 
with delight from a sleep enforced 
by circumstance; the story of the 
development of free men, of free 
cities, of a revived learning, of a 
sweep onward and upward which 
is not yet quite done—may he not 
well find symbolized in that Pal
ace a harmony which arouses in 
him a delight, a sense of beauty, to 
swell his soul with pleasure at the 
thought that he too has the privi
lege of being a man; that he too is 
made of this clay to which it is 
given to rise and walk, to admire 
the sunset and hope for the dawn, 
to seek the Eternal Law in all 
things? And is this not truly an

And for that matter, will a 
building which possesses a large 
measure of those harmonies we call 
Truth, be regarded with great 
pleasure, with a great sense of 
beauty, even by those well aware 
of the existence of these harmonies, 
if there be a particular lack of 
additional happy visual relation
ships? The most that we can say is 
that if, to those harmonics we call 
Truth, there are added in the full
est measure additional harmonies, 
the result will be a building which
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appreciation of harmony, a sense of 
beaut)’? Yet the same building, 
viewed by the proper purist, may 
be only a thoughtless adaptation 
of a Roman fraud. Is it not so 
with all symbols?

And so too, if there recur in the 
buildings of men some measure of 
the forms of yesteryear, if there 
persist knowingly or unintention* 
ally the manners of our fathers, is 
it not because there must be a cer
tain harmony between what has 
been and what is to be? Is not 
such harmony in the very nature

of man, who is not born, member 
by member, with continually in
creasing knowledge, but must build 
upon habits of thought learned 
from those who have preceded him ? 
And is it desirable—^is it even pos- 

to deny to men a sense of 
beauty in that kind of harmony 
well?

sibl

as

Happy indeed would be the 
with sufficient background to be 
aware of all the harmonies about 
him; able to enjoy to the full, the 
sense of beauty with which he has 
been endowed I

man

Character Studies
V—DAVID WINTERCOTE 

By Sir Hugh Casson, F.R.I.B.A.
In his inaugural address as President of the Architectural As- 
lociadoo, London, Sir Hugh developed five imaginary characters 
closely connected with the architectural profession. The Journal 

has printed them separately, beginning in March last.

wE NOW COME to the last of group of essays on architectural 
our absurd but, I hope, lov- subjects which were sufficiently 

able quintet—David Wintcrcote, well received to launch him upon a 
essayist, author, lecturer, poet and lifetime of writing and lecturing, 
critic, now in his early fifties. He At twenty-seven he married his 
was trained as an architect but assistant librarian, 
early in his twenties forsook the

a pleasant, 
earnest young woman with a taste 

T-square for his typewriter. For for sandals and fringes, and his 
a few years he was librarian and daughter i 
part-time instructor in a school of 
architecture, and took the 
tunity to write and get published a

IS now in the third year 
the A.A., but—equally serious- 

minded as her mother—she is not 
in the audience tonight; she knew

at
oppor-
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The fact that he has actually 
read a few books gives him a great 
advantage over the rest of our pro
fession, most of whom say they 
have no time to read—meaning 
they would rather do something 
else with the time they have—and 
he is in great demand by the 

as chairman and proposer 
of votes of thanks on occasions 
when scholarly—or at least sus
piciously literate—visitors are ex
pected in Portland Place.

He lives in Buckinghamshire, in 
a small, rather shabbily furnished 
mill-house, converted by B.V. in 
1936, packed with books. His pic
tures—for which he carefully 
saved up as a young man—are 
early and small—that is £10 size 

;xamples of the early abstraction
ists, at which he has frankly long 
ceased to look.

Do not think, however, that be
cause David Wintercotc has no 
struggles with licenses and short
ages, with difficult clients and im
possible programmes, that his life 
is much easier than that of all other 
architects. His battles with editors 
and going-to-press dates are just as 
frustrating, the pains of creation on 
the page are just as piercing as 
those on the drawing-board. He 
takes as much trouble with the 
phrasing of a sentence as you or I

what to expect. He spent the war 
working to the point of a break
down in the Ministry of Trans
port, and has now long ceased to 
apologize for not having been either 
in uniform or in Cairo. A prolific, 
readable, genuinely informed 
writer, his influence—of which he 
is not unaware—-upon contempo
rary British architectural thought 
has been prodigious, far more 
powerful, of course, than the 
erected w’ork of roost equally well- 
known architects.

After a short period of lectur
ing free—or for a nominal sum— 
since it took a long time for his 
genuine modesty not to be flattered 
by being Invited, if only to address 
an art society in a small market 
town—(audience of twenty-three 
in a dark gymnasium, a chairman 
with no sense of humor and a sec
retary with far too much, and the 
usual crank asking questions)—he 
now charged £10 10s. in London 
and £20 outside, and still they 
clamored for him, even though in 
late years he had begun a little to 
repeat himself. His success as a 
critic is due to the fact that, al- 
thotigh he is well spiked with preju
dices, he is not the prisoner of any 
school of thought and he is also 
well read.
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do, I hope, with the full-sizing of 
z windowsill.

But these are, I think, minor 
troubles compared with the specters 
that really hang above his head. 
First of these is the knowledge that 
much of what he docs, however 
well he does it, is ephemeral and 
xTiluelcss. He had not forgotten 
the stem warning of Palinurus,

. . the true function of a writer 
is to produce a masterpiece. No 
other task is of any consequence. 
Obvious though this should be, 
how few artists will admit it or, 
having made the admission, will be 
prepared to lay aside the piece of 
irridescent mediocrity on which 
they have embarked.” All exer
cises into journalism, into broad
casting and, if I may say so, Presi
dential Addresses, are doomed to 
disappointment. "To put of our 
best into these forms is folly, since 
thereby we condemn good ideas as 
well as bad to oblivion. It is in 
the nature of such work not to last, 
so it should never be undertaken, 
and writers engrossed in any activ
ity which is not their attempt at 
a masterpiece are self-flattering 
dupes.” These wise remarks are 
etched as deeply on his mind as the 
monthly warning of his bank man
ager, and inevitably the master
piece is postponed.

Second of his guardian specters 
is the ccwiflict of loyalties which 
every critic who is not a hack must 

"If,” said E. M. Fors
ter once, "I am faced with the 
choice of whether to betray my 
country or my friend, I hope I 
should have the guts to betray my 
country.” This conflict of loyal
ties is not confined to persons—it 
is met with in ideas, for David 
Wintercote has always been from 
inner conviction a warm supporter 
of the modern movement. This 
has involved him sometimes in the 
minor dishonesty of praising an in
dividual building far beyond its 
dessert in order to avoid helping 
unduly what he believes to be the 
voice of unreasoning opposition. 
Pressed in private he might admit 
that he thinks the Royal Festival 
Hall is externally graceless to the 
point of brutality, that the South 
Bank was incoherent, facile and de
rivative, that nothing can save 
Coventry’s Cathedral from vul
garity so long as the zig-zag plan 
shape is retained, that the new LfOn- 
don Airport Terminal building is 
visually tMro steps to the rear march. 
Yet, such is his influence, to say 
so in public—and thus retain his 
integrity as a critic—would be, in 
his opinion, an attempt to salve his 
conscience at the expense of what

daily face.
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and devclc^ed himself—a form of 
personality skittles, in which some 
harmless but talented character— 
preferably dead—is dug out from 
obscurity, illuminated for a short 
time in glittering publicit)’, and 
then obliterated as suddenly as he 
appeared. The technique is very 
simple. When pursuing more seri
ous researches in libraries or among 
old magazines, his eye perhaps 
lights upon an architect who had 
done some rather outlandish work, 
say about 1900. The victim, once 
marked down, his name would be 
dropped very casually, as an aside, 
in one of the more informal lec
tures, or perhaps in an after-dinner 
speech at the Architecture Club. A 
couple more mentions of this kind 
and Mr. X w’as ripe as a subject 
for a short paper, to be read, not 
at the R.I.B-A., which is rather 
too obvious, but perhaps at the So
ciety of Antiquaries, or submitted 
as an article to some rather im
probable magazine, such as the 
Railway Magazine, By now the 
sharper-nosed jackals would be on 
the trail, requests would filter in 
in increasing numbers from editors, 
radio producers, secretaries of lec
ture tours—perhaps a publisher 
will even write suggesting a short 
monograph, to be published in time 
for Christmas with plenty of pic-

he considers to be more important 
issues.

Too late in life David Winter- 
cote has discovered that it is al
most impossible to be a critic of 
art if ever you allow yourself to 
know—much less to be friendly 
with—artists. Too late he has dis
covered that some of the nicest 
people he has ever met are those 
whose work he knows to be second- 
rate or worse. To discuss such work 
in public is a private embarrass
ment ; to ignore it, equally insulting 
to its author. He knows now how 
easy it can be to knock the heart out 
of a young artist by a waspish 
word, and how even the thickest- 
skinned hack can brood over and 
suffer frwn a verdict which is less 
than fair.

I was talking over this problem 
in Canada to an architect, and he 
said, “Oh, you must be more re
laxed about this. When people 
say my buildings stink, I don't fret. 
When I meet them at a party, I 
j\ist go up to them and I say two 
things. I remember the man has 
a wife and two kids. I go up and 
say two things, “Drop dead!”

*$•

David Wintercote’s main pro
fessional relaxation is a perverse 
little game that he has invented
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Time is nearly up and we must 
reach the end of our little charade. 
There arc, of course, many others 
we could together happily name as 
worthy of mention: Sir Thco Bald
ing, A.R.A., perhaps, whose tiny top- 
hatted figure appears so often in 
the Press presenting golden keys or 
silver-mounted mallets to exalted 
personages; he has designed and 
built, with an office of never larger 
than four, some of the largest and 
most imposing buildings of the last 
fifty years and, although now in his 
seventies, still has a thinning prac
tice in “mopping-up,” so to speak, 
those pockets of resistance left by 
his faster moving colleagues—me
morial chapels, ceremonial gates, 
refurbishing of City Halls—jobs 
for which a lifelong membership 
in the Art Workers’ Guild and an 
old-fashioned orthodox training 
well befit him. Or Solly Eis- 
poke, who conducts a fabulous 
practice over the telephone from a 
West End office panelled in Em
pire woods, who, if he enters his 
drawing office (forty-three, exclud
ing file clerks), has to search for 
the title of the drawing before he 
can ask a question. Or Henry 
Radfud whose original flame has 
long been quenched by twenty-five 
years in a branch office of a Minis
try, where beneath a faded water-

tures, a jacket by John Piper, and 
a foreword by Sachcvcrell Sitwell. 
A month or two of this and the 
whole art critical industry would 
have accepted the new raw mate
rial and the usual shapely products 
would be churned out—one thou
sand five hundred carefully 
guarded if rather chilly words from 
John Summerson in the 'Nexv 
Statesman, a burst of goldcn- 
sparked Ruskinian prose from 
Robert Jordan in the Observer, 
four thousand words from Hcnry- 
Russcll Hitchcock, proving the as
sociation of Mr. X with H. H. 
Richardson, twenty minutes of 
sober reflections from J. M. Rich
ards on the Third Programme. Mr. 
X is clearly now nearly ripe for 
killing. Choosing his weapons, his 
place and his time with unerring 
skill, David Wintcrcote runs Mr. 
X through, dismissing him as sec
ond-rate—a preacher who, like so 
many architects, became no more 
than a decorator, mounted upon a 
hobby-horse that is now as dead as 
a dodo.

So we leave Wintcrcote in his 
Buckinghamshire cot, happily en
gaged in one of these escapades or 
perhaps, less happily, wrestling 
with his conscience.
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with the sandbanks and shoals thatcolor of his first job—a park- 
keeper’s lodge—he spends the day 
(after twenty minutes in the lava
tory with the Daily Telegraph) 
drinking orange-colored tea and 
waging some dusty interdepart
mental battle with a colleague, 
keeping a novel in the top left 
drawer of his desk where it can be 
quickly referred to in his more 
leisurely moments. But the list is 
endless, and the evening and your 
patience are not.

have been thrown up in the inter- 
Miles Adrift, thevcning years, 

self-confident, argumentative, tire
less, always bent over bis navigat
ing instruments and the straight 
undeviating line across the chart. 
Rcdyer Graffis, trimming the sails 
to the faintest breath, his eye al
ways alert for the darkening of the 
water that is the herald of an ap
proaching wind puff from a new 
direction. Frank Spoke, solid 
heaver on the ropes, cheerfully un
critical, doing what he is told; and 
finally at the helm our friend 
David Wintercote, steeped in the 
book-learned knowledge of the 
craft, sensitive to changes in tem
perature and mood, but inevitably, 
perhaps because he is not at the 
drawing-board, no more than a 
gifted amateur. I hope you w'ill 
become as fond of them as I am, 
for my treatment of them has been 
genuinely affectionate in aim. I 
aw by nature a Tuptopbilist. You 
remember the Hilaire Belloc poem: 
"Ah, do not strike the porcupine;

1 hope that the puppets that have 
danced for a few moments before 
you are recognizable as types and 
are no more or less credible and 
stylized than the ordinary stock 
types of every playright—the comic 
char, the bumbling policeman, the 
inexperienced but oh-so-sensitive 
young lover. I have marshalled 
them before you not to mock at, 
not to weep over, nor even to ad
mire, but merely, I hope, to en
tertain you for an hour and to re
mind you that perhaps there is 
something of ourselves in each one 
of them. If you wish to picture them 
more seriously you can imagine 
them, if you like, as members of the 
crew of the ship of architecture. 
First, Boyes Voyces, the old shell
back, one of the first to pioneer the 
route but now a little out of touch

Unhappy child, desist,
Alas, that any boy of mine 
Should turn tuptophilist."

The word is from the Greek—
iopfo, I strike; pAilo, I love. It is 
nor found in Homeric Greet nor 
in the later texts, nor, as the au-
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thor admits, anywhere else for that only for twenty minutes longer, 
matter; but it is a word which I the names of Bc^es Voyces, Miles 
commend to your vocabulary, just Adrift, Frank Spoke, Redyer Graf- 
as I commend to your memory, if fis and David Wintercote.

Reflections on Where We Are Now
By Slocum Kingsbury

most devout Christian today would 
find it difficult to understand, 
much less embrace, that strange 
mysticism which was so much a 
part of the faith of the medieval 
times. He could probably be more 
easily persuaded that the evidence 
from Palomar was false.

The compass of this debate has 
for some time included the archi
tecture of these two periods. The 
Gothic age produced many of the 
most beautiful buildings ever built. 
Alost of us, however, are now con
vinced that it has been impossible 
to reproduce them or even success
fully to imitate them. Neither they 
nor the buildings of any other age 
can be made to ht our needs or the 
usefulness of the materials we have 
at our di^Josal. Furthermore, like 
the futility of a present-day com
poser attempting to write in the 
"style" of the great Johann Sebas-

JENRY Adams, a man who was 
almost as much concerned 

about the condition of the world as 
he was about himself, advanced the 
idea in the "Education" that, 
whereas the symbol of the late 
Middle Ages 
of the twentieth century should be 
the dynamo. And although he 
wrote elsew’hcre of the fascination 
the dynamos had for him at the 
Chicago World’s Fair, Adams left 
little doubt that he preferred the 
Virgin.

The melancholy historian neither 
started nor did he end the debate 
on the comparative merits of the 
two periods represented by his 
symbols. It is still very much with 
us. Men like Pitrim Sorokin, for 
example, would have us return to 
the Virgin. Whatever the advan
tages might be, this would appear 
to be almost impossible. Even the

H

the Virgin, thatwas
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dan Bach, an architecture which 
tries to reflect the spirit of a previ
ous age is likely to have no spirit 
at all.

The critics of our contemporary 
architecture nevertheless find all 
this hard to swallow. They de
plore the departure from tradition 
and, like the cridcs of our human
ist philosophy, appear to believe 
that little can be accomplished by 
men whose inspiration rests on such 
a poor and bloodless iristrument 
as the dynamo. To this latter 
argument there are times when we 
seem unable to find a very convinc
ing reply.

The difficulty, of course, lies not 
in the dynamo itself but in our 
unwillingness to accept its benefits 
except on our own terms. We de
mand of it only those things which 
will add to our well-being and in
crease that efficiency of which we 
are so proud. This tendency has 
at times reached such proportions 
as to make us contemptuous of any
thing which has no usefulness. In 
this loss of a sense of direction 
neither the architects nor architec
ture have escaped. Although the 
cult of funcdonalism is dying, 
much of the harm it has done re
mains. Our handsomest and cer
tainly our most publicized recent 
buildings show no lack of imagina-

don and in some instances a cer
tain elegance. Yet they are so 
limited by what may be termed 
practical considerations as to leave 
us with a feeling of complete in
adequacy. Viewing them, we are 
tempted to agree with Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s remarks on the barren
ness of the so-called internadonal 
style. Boxes, as he points out, arc 
not architecture, no less so when 
they are made transparent and 
placed on stilts.

4-

How much The Institute today 
represents the views of its members 
is not known. If It does, we can 
only assume that a majority of 
them are principally concerned 
with such matters as modular co
ordination, the angle of the summer 
sun in Toledo, and how to sell the 
architects to America. Such in
quiries, in varying degree, have 
value, but a too exclusive preoccu
pation with them may well lead to 
a more general question—What is 
architecture supposed to be?

Not much has been written about 
the men who collaborated on the 
design of the medieval cathedrals. 
It was an age of great architecture 
rather than of architects. The 
problems the age of the dynamo 
presents, the complexities of our
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is particularily puzzling when we 
realize that the University of Mex
ico is employing both sculpture 
and painting on its buildings. If 
we cannot convince ourselves that 
it is the sculptor, the painter and 
the craftsman who are our part
ners, as well as the Producers’ 
Council and the public relations 
counselor, how can we convince 
the public? Such phrases as “form 
follows function” and “the art of 
enclosing space” can be made to 
sound very impressive. They must 
surely lose some of their effective
ness when coupled with the belief 
that the old alliance of the visual 
arts is no longer valid.

way of living, the very perfection 
we have arrived at in making life 
more comfortable, have changed 
the role of the architect. Today 
he must know so much of practical 
matters and must meet so many 
demands, he has little time for the 
special concentration necessary to 
effect that quality of beauty which 
is his first obligation. He appears 
also to have forgotten in his con
fusion the significance of that 
simple phrase, “Man does not live 
by bread alone.' 
country where there is so much of 
what adds to our physical well
being, avoiding the temptation to 
live by bread alone requires con
siderable effort. It is true that to
day the architect has come far in 
breaking with the past. No longer 
does he consider the books in his 
library the catalt^ues of what he 
has to sell. Yet in an age where, 
in so many activities, glitter is 
often mistaken for substance, it is 
wise that both as an individual and 
as a member of The Institute he 
decide what is important.

In a time and a

A president of the American 
Psychiatric Association once sug
gested that the responsibility of the 
architects in planning mental hos
pitals was not to decide where the 
continuous-flow tubs were to be 
placed, but rather to design build
ings that would create an environ
ment capable of assisting in the 
patients’ recovery. It seems odd 
that a physician should have felt it 
necessary to give such advice. One 
could hardly imagine the priests of 
the church having to suggest to 
their master builders that, for the

Certain members of the profes
sion have been known to insist that 
we cannot afford sculpture on our 
architecture today. This is a rather 
strange position to take in the rich
est country in the world. And it
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It would appear, therefore, that 
what the profession may need is 
more men whose minds are not too 
orderly, and who may not even lead 
orderly lives. If we can believe 
what we are told, there were such 
men in the past. And above all 
they were artists, and consequently 
had little time to waste on the other 
problems of their day. They were 
quite willing to let them be solved 
by the experts in other fields than 
their own.

glory of God and the Blessed Vir
gin, the cathedrals should be beau
tiful and awe-inspiring.

The reaction to a line in a recent 
play may have some significance for 

But I am an architect,'* the 
hero protests, "and I have a rather 
orderly mind and lead quite an 
orderly life.” Curiously enough, 
the audience does not laugh at this 
remark. It is apparently looked 
upon as the one serious statement 
in an otherwise hilarious comedy.

II
US.

Necrology
According to notice, received at The Octagon 

between March 11 and May 20, 195+
MuLLZK, James Lawrence

Salt Lake City, Utah 
Schneider, Wiluam Casper 

Milwaukee, Wise. 
Selligman, Mitchell 

Pine Bluff, Ark.
Speich, Charles E.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Stftler, Aaron LeRot 

Middleburg, Pa.
Warne, H. Rus 

Charleston, W. Va. 
Whitehead, Ralph Wood 

Wellsburg, W. Va. 
Whitney, John Henry 

Yakima, Wash.

Baxter, William Franklin 
Vallejo, Calif.

Biuterlinc, Richard G.
Peoria, 111.

Bordeaux, William D.
Miami, Fla.

Britt, James Rosser 
Columbus, Ga.

Burdett, Frederick A.
Putney, Vt.

Corbett, Harvey Wiley, k.a.i.a.
New York, N. Y.

EattaoN, John 
New York. N. Y.

Henry, Leroy Wales 
Akron, Ohio 

Kyle, Herbert S.
Charleston, W. Va.

Maginnis, Charles D., Jr. 
Boston, Mass.

McFarland, Arthur William 
Bar Harbor, Maine

Honorary Corresponding Member: 
Ferret, Auguste 

Paris, France
July, 1954
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Advice to the Young
By Hubertus Junius

I must scan the pages of my past,
Dog-cared 
In search of wisdom which at last 
Will guide my son to greater reputation.

For I, alas, have never quite attained 
That fame which gains the plaudits of a nation, 
But yet my years, green garnished with content 
Have seemed somehow a worthy compensation.

If I could know the things he then would treasure. 
Though they be glory, fame or mere content,
I might design a scale with which to measure 
That force by which young twigs arc ofttimes bent.

But all my years reveal no single clue 
That I might say to him, “To this hold fast, 
Except that to himself he must be true 
That he may look with pleasure on his past.

And if this seems but meager compensation 
For greater things more easily embraced, 
Remember, son, each day your past grows greater 
And not a single hour can be erased.

from pleasant meditation,now

Calendar
July 6-J3: Seventh Annual Seminari 

00 American Culture offered by the 
New York State Historical Atsoda- 
tioD, Ceoperstown, N. Y. Two of these 
sessions are “The Country Home” and 
“Early American Decoration.” Details 
from Louis C. Jones, Director of the 
Associadon, at Cooperstowo.

August 19-21: Regional Conference 
of Northwest District, A.I.A., Eugene, 
Ore.

August 23-Sepumber S: Special sum
mer program in City and Regional 
Planning, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Mass, 
formation and applications from Sum
mer Session Office, Rra. 7-103, M. 1. T.

September 4-October 7: Fall Archi
tects’ Trek to Spain, Italy, Greece, 
Egypt and France, under the leader
ship of Edmund R. Purves, f.a.i.a.

In-
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trict, A.I.A., Hoberg**, Lake County, 
Calif., with theme, “Manufacturert’ 

Mail Baiket to
September 13-16: 56th Annual Con

vention of American Hospital Associa- 
tioD, with an Architectural Exhibit of 
Hospitals, Navy Pier, Chicago, IJI.

September 16‘19: Annual meeting of 
Pennsylvania Society of Architects, 
Great Lakes Cruise on the South 
American, leaving from Erie, Pa.

September 26’2S: Regional Confer* 
ence. Gulf States District, A.I.A., 
Marion Hotei, Little Rock, Ark.

September 30-October 2: 1954 An
nual Convention, California Council 
of Architects and Sierra-Nevada Dis-

Literature—F rom 
Wastebasket.”

October 27-23: Convention of the 
New York State Association of Ar
chitects, Lake Placid Club, Lake Placid,
N. Y.

October 28-30: Conference of North 
Central States District, A.I.A., Kahler 
Hotel, Rochester Minn.

November 3-S: Convention of the 
Texas Society of Architeas, The 
Texas Hotel, Fort Worth. Tex.

Architects Read and Write
Letters from readers—discussion, argu
mentative, corrective, even vituperative

Where is the Plan?
By Jules Gray, Atlanta, Ga.

financial reach of the average man? 
Can we find ways to organize our 
profession so that when it is broken 
down into smaller component jobs, 
filling the needs and solving the 
shelter problem of a larger seg
ment of humanity, these people will 
be able to, and want to, buy these 
services? Most small-housc clinics 
that have made use of a group of 
architects appear to have failed, 
leaving this market for the “stock 
plan” dealers.

Historically, architecture has 
suffered to the extent that from 
ancient times pharoahs and kings 
were the only clients able to use 
the services of architects.

One of the most challenging as
pects of our profession today is to 
dispel the public’s feeling that an

ANY ARCHITECTS throughout 
the country arc just being 

awakened to the rudimentary prin
ciple of good architectural public 
relations. For this growing in
terest we can thank our national 
American Institute of Architects 
organization for its active sponsor
ship, interest and research. The 
efforts that are forthcoming seem 
to indicate that if we live long 
enough, work diligently and col
lectively, we may one day catch 
up with laN\TCTS and physicians in 
many aspects of public acceptance. 
The big question is whether we 
can devise ways of being useful 
and helpful to a broader audience, 
to do more good for more people. 
Can we make our profession not 
only more useful but within the

M
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architect’s services are a luxury keep the architect eating. The re- 
which it cannot afford and besides sponsibility of designing and put- 
which are unnecessary on average ting this plan in operation rests 
projects. with the architect. This is the

Our fight is to change this think- blueprint that the architects have 
ing with a system permitting us to not yet made. Where can we find 
serve more people where the jobs this plan? When arc we going to 

small and at the same time solve this dilemma?
are

“Ethics and thb Young Practitioner”
By Ulysses Floyd Rible, Los Angeles, Calif.

is even more necessary 
younger practitioner than with the 
older. This action in setting forth 
a road map of his activities, to 
which both he and his client can 
refer for guidance, is desirable in 
order to protect his early profes
sional life.
forestall arguments arising as to 
who does what and why. Without 
a written agreement, spelling out 
the essentials as I have previously 
set them forth, a wide wilderness 
of disagreement and potential ruin 

otherwise promising profes
sional career can develop.

with theHE COMMENTS by Herbert 
Sobel, entitled “Ethics and 

the Young Practitioner,” which ap
peared in the April issue of the 
Journal, prompt me to rebuttal. 

I regret that I cannot find the
with

T

least ground for agreement 
the implication that it is difficult 
for the young practitioner 
quest a written agreement 
his early clients. I hold that not 
only does the client respect the 
young practitioner for wanting to 
spell out both “what he does” and 
“how he gets paid for it,” but that 
from a practical point of view it

Such reference will

to re- 
with

to an

“Incompetence”
By Vincent G. Kling, Philadelphia, Pa,

I could not read Mr, Poggi’s doesn’t teach the young architect 
words in the April Journal the fundamentals of good practice.

He merely learns design presenta
tion or isolated phases of working 
drawings. He never sees a sped-

-----  - fication, and has no idea of what
First of all, the large office makes a building go together

Journal of The A. I.

without saying how completely I 
with him. The lack of train-agree

ing prior to practice is the answer, 
I am certain.

or
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how to describe one for a builder. 
He certainly is not getting this in 
college or architectural school, for 
the latter docs little in trying to 
teach him these fundamentals.

on my organization when they 
leave. Until the schools take over 
the job of molding young archi
tects, 1 think more practising archi
tects will have to fill the gap, ro
tate their men through various 
phases of the work, benefit from 
the broader based men they develop, 
and discourage them from practis
ing until they arc really ready. Per
haps the architectural registration 
boards will have to evaluate the 
principal architect’s recommenda
tion as highly as the school’s archi
tectural degree when examining 
candidates.

Think of the plight of the 
patients of our medical profession 
if the intern and resident system 
were not carefully set up and su
pervised.

I have spent half my time in my 
practice raising young men in all 
of the facets of our profession. They 
make better men on my staff while 
they stay, and they reflect credit

The Editor’s Asides
An illustration of the house 

that Frank Lloyd Wright has de
signed in memory of the young ar
chitect Angelo Masicri makes us 
wonder what all the shouting Is 
about. Ernest Hemingway sug
gests that if Wright must build a 
house in Venice the best thing 
would be to set it afire when com
pleted. On the other hand, an ar
chitect in whose judgment wc trust 
says that he has long realized that 
Venice needed something—aside 
from a powerful deodorant—and 
this may be it.

ice reached by 
few architectural offices, it is 
worthy of note that the architec
tural-engineering firm of Smith, 
Hinchman & Grylls, Detroit, cele
brated last December its fiftieth 
anniversary, though there Is not in 
the firm today anyone bearing the 
name of any of the three named 
principals.

comparatively

Duke Norberg, Editor of the 
Albia, Iowa, News, bewails the 
fact that he is numbered among the 
few survivors of the gentle art of 
front-porch sitting. The architect 
is responsible for moving the front

Speaking, as we have been oc
casionally, of the long life of serv
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radiation hazard for the six light 
sources commonly employed in mu
seums. The six sources were: 
zenith sky, the sun, cool-white de
luxe fluorescent lamp, warm-white 
deluxe fluorescent lamp, daylight 
fluorescent lamp, and the incandes
cent lamp. Naturally, the filter
ing out of the short-wave portion 
of the spectrum seemed the logical 
procedure, but the filter effect must 
not only avoid the damage by 
radiant energy but also give proper 
color rendition to the object 
lighted. To short-cut the NBS 
findings, a cool-white fluorescent 
lamp screened with a filter known 
as Greenish Nultra was found to 
have a radiation hazard less than 
the bare incandescent lamp (gen
erally admitted to be of negligible 
harm in radiation, but poor in color 
rendition) and to give excellent 
color rendition.

porch to tile rear, and Editor Nor- 
berg thinks such an obviously sub
versive act ought to be the subject 
for a Congressional probe, 
when Paul Revere made that fast 
ride he hadn’t found the great ma
jority of American families on their 
front porches, the Red Coats would 
have carried on according to plan 
and we would be writing our 
troubles to the London Times in
stead of to Congressmen . . . Frus
tration started heckling our citi
zenry when, denied a place to sit in 
comfort on summer evenings, they 
were forced into golf, fishing, 
motoring and, finally, to watch
ing television.”

H.

The National Bureau of 
Standards, three years ago, was 
asked to recommend a form of 
artificial lighting which would be 
safe to use in the display of the 
Declaration of Independence and 
the Constitution of the United 
States. Damage to priceless docu
ments of this kind results largely 
from the action of ultraviolet, vis
ible violet and visible blue radiant 
energy in speeding the photochem
ical deterioration of cellulose. Go
ing a step farther, on behalf of the 
New York Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, the Bureau estimated the

In 1922 there were three com
panies listed by ASHVE as being 
primarily ccmcerned with air con
ditioning; today there are 78 com
panies working on one or more 
phases of the industry. Will to
morrow see a radical change in 
our national habit of seeking the 
shore or the mountains to escape 
the summer heat ? Perhaps by lock-
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25,919 to 50,576, according to 
American Motel, with an annual 
income in 1953 of a billion and a 
half. An operator now spends 
$5000 to $7000, or more, per unit. 
He figures a fair rate of income 
at one dollar per thousand of in> 
vestment—$5 to $7 a day for two 
people. There are motel owners' 
associations holding their members 
to rigid standards of service, and 
providing reservations by telephone 
at the guests' next night’s stop. As 
might be expected, California leads 
the states with 7,330 moteU, at 
last accounting; Florida has 4,124, 
New York, 3,305, closely follovved 
by Texas with 3,214. Rhode Is
land and Delaware naturally need 
the least—77 and 56 respectively.

ing the front door and disconnect* 
ing the telephone home would offer 
greater comfort at decidedly less 
expense.

We don’t hear much of Es
peranto today. Those who saw in 
it the solution of all international 
difficulties have apparently given 
up this hope. The scientists are 
launching a new universal lan
guage, though, which in the first 
effort is to be a written form; the 
speaking form may come later. In- 
tcrlingua is a hybrid of five Euro
pean tongues—“with the peculiari
ties of each left out,” which sounds 
like quite an operation. The five 
are English, French, Italian, Span
ish and Portuguese, plus a little 
German. Believing that scientific 
research would be stimulated by 
a wider knowledge of the progress 
made by parallel investigators in 
other countries, Intcrlingua is of
fered as the simplest form of inter
communication. It isn’t, however, 
going to prevent Russia from 
claiming priority of inventions.

The Docent of Yale’s Art 
Gallery says that the modern child 
is finding it easier to respond to 
the stimuli of modern art than are 
his parents and teachers. To our 
crude understanding that leaves but 
three alternatives: either stop all 
education at the kindergarten level, 
or speed up the ability of the 
modern artist to make his work in
telligible to the more mature mind, 
or continue in the status quo where 
the artist may seek exercise rather 
than expression.

As A CATEGORY OF BUILDING
that is growing at great speed, the 
motel should have the profession’s 
serious attention. In the past five 
years the number has grown from
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Now more than ever before... 
There is no equal to

Introducing Another In a Series of 
Major Fenestration Achievements
LUDMAN AUTO-LOK MODEL B
with Torque Bar and POWER-LIGHT Operator
Showing all vonit cletod ond lockod, with froth air night vont outo* 
mallcally loft opon. Torquo bar oporalion ii roquired only to bring 
in bottom night vont. Tin B engaging Koopon A on ooch vont 
oliminato tho nocoHity for any p>rotMro being oKortod on 
hinge points of oil other venti, at occurs on other awning 
type windows, enabling LUDMAM Auto-loh windows 
to lost for the life of the building,
POit'ER-L/CHToperator {nailabit in both 
ootr-lbe-sill and angle fvpes). Note crost 
eeciion showing nearly Jour tooth engage- 
meni of slri^proof worm thread gear 
and oil impregnated poiodered metal 
(irome and steel] gear east Irtto

OTHEB 
AWNING TYPE 

WINDOWS WITH 
TOKOUE BAR 

Where there ore no 
locking devices pulling 
in vents, pressure must 

be exerted on hinge 
points of those vents 

Isee 1 and 2 on adjacent 
illuttrotionl thot ore closed 

first In order to bring in the 
other vents. This excessive 

pressure will cause wear and 
teor on hinge points orKf will 
throw vents out of alignment. 

Minor odjustments con be mode 
a few times, but ultimately It will 

be impossible because of the 
constont pressure on hinge 

points and limits of odjustments 
Ip secure permanent closure.

operator arm (see shaded area)

LUOMAN'S MODEL B with torque 
bar operation Auto-Lok Window, 
retains olt fundamental operating 
principles of Auto-lok Standard
Modal A Window.

O iMember Mie 3
nredwcari' Council, Inc.

LUDMAM Corporation , Deot. JA-7, North Miami, Florido

f "world rE ADER IN^WINDOW ENGINEERING' ^



Time-proved...

STARK
GLAZED
FACING hrw>l raif^l4»ria. hrtpitWnioArnt of Slpfk*i» OriiUr Orr<*n brighlon» ihr

TILE protects kard-ii'orking interiors at New York's P, S. 112

In this 1,200 pupil New York City elementary school, designed by 
Architects E^ers & Higgins, Stark Glazed Facing Tile is used 
where wear and tear are heaviest—in corridors, gym and cafeteria.
This rugged, pre-hnished material combines economy, good 
looks, and lifetime durability. It simplihes construction by 
building wall and finish with a single unit.
Its range of soft, pleasing colors meets school requirements for 
interiors that are visually and psychologically helpful.
Its tough ceramic surface can’t be marked or stained by normal 
school usage, washes easily, never needs refinishing.
Best of all, you can count on Stark Glazed Facing Tile^it’s been 
proved in thousands of fine buildings erected over the past 
40 years.
FREE BROCHURE on Modular Masonry will help you use 
Stark Glazed Facing Tile to best advantage. Address your request 
to Dept. AI>7.

STARK Ceramics, Inc., Canton 1, Ohio
14305 Livernois Avenue, Detroit 4, Michigan • 15 East 26ih Street, New York 10, N. Y.



GEORGE W. 
WINGATE 
HIGH. 
Brooklyn, 
Now York

Keilu ArchiletU

A CLEAN JOB
THAT WILL STAY CLEAN
Here is a thoroughly modern high school that wilt 
stoy modern for yeors to come. Every one of the 

than 200 classrooms including the audi
torium, gymnasium and cafeteria, will be cleaned 
every day with the Spencer Stationary Vacuum 
Cleaning System.

The speed and thoroughness of cleaning large 
bare floor areas, the ease of cleaning around 
desks and other furniture, and the remarkably low 
maintenance costs are among the reasons for 
the selection of Spencer.

While the piping system which carries all dirt 
and dust and even contaminated air to the base
ment is permanent in noture, special applications 
of vacuum con be readily added at any time. 
Devices for picking up water, cleaning dust mops 
and boiler tubes and o hundred or more tools 
for cleaning air conditioning systems, erasers, 
projection equipment, etc., may be added at any 
time. Ask for Bulletin No. 121-B.

WITH
spencer

more

VACUUM
CLEANING

THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY * HARTFORD 6, CONNECTICUT



architects specify 

PAINE
counts • t •

m̂ **3^31
T. M. REGISTERED

DOORS

REZO doors give you unrivalled 
beouty, quality construction, low 
impact resistance, easy operation, 
trouble-free servicel

Cfiecic These ftatures
^ Foe* poneit hond matched for groin 

ond color.
^ Hollow core gridwork ventilated 

throughout for rapid equalization of 
change* in temperature and humidity 
for dimensional stability.
Styles and designs to meet any archi
tectural need — limited only by your 
imoginotion.

REZO doors are mode by crafts- 
backed by over o century 

of woodworking experience.
For descriptive literature about . . .
• REZO interior and entrance doors
• REZO inslUutional doors
• RAISE solid core doors

write . . .

men

PAINE■ LUMBER COMPANY, LTD.
Fstobfishesf 1553

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN



Webster Convector in semi-private room, 
Eudid-GIenvilk Hospitul, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Architect: Conrad und Simpson. Consulting 
Enjilnii'r: Vincent Eaton. Consultant: Bussell 
B. Crawford, M. D. Fleiitinif Contractor: 
Gorman-Luvelli- PlumbinK & Heating Com
pany. General Contraetor: Cleveland Con
struction Company.

Hospital 
Heating... 
Weather-Controlled

Controlled-by-the-Weather" Webster Moderator System gives 
low-cost heoting comfort to new hospital.
Construction cost of the new 200-bed Eiiclid-Glenville Hospital 
was le.s.s than $12,000 per bed. Compact design reduces traffic, 
sjx'eds nursing servic'e. cuts exterior wall space per square foot 
of floor area, eliminates long pipe runs.
TTie fen-zone Electronic Webster Moderator System of Steam 
Heating \arie.s steam flow automatically with changt*s in oiitdcK)r 
temperature, permits manual regulation of heat deli\ery when 
needed. Steam distribution is balanced to all radiators at the 
same time. Webster Radiator Valves provide individual complete 
shnt-oif at each radiator.
For more information, call the Webster Representative, or write us.

Addrt'ss Dfpl.
WARRKN WEBSTER & CO. WEBSTER\
Camden 5.N.J. Reps, in Principal Cicies 
In Canailti, Dtirling Broi., Ltd., Montraal ^ODERATOH

SYSTEM
'of STEAM HEATIMC'

*'G)ntFolled by the weather"
Other Webitar Heating Equipment inclwdet Trw-Perimtter Heating with Webiier 
WalvBctor and Webster Baseboard Heating; Webtter Control for Hot Water Heating; 
Webeter Steam Heating Specialties for heating and proceti applicotione; Unit Heaters.



Much of the significant architectural 
thinking of our generation is here recorded

Are you having your JOURNALS bound?

Send us your loose copies, any time, to be bound 
as illustrated above.
A volume consists of six issues—January through 
June, or July through December. Each volume 
has its own index, and we supply a title page.
Issues missing from your file can be supplied, 
while they last, at 35c each.
Unless you instruct otherwise, we bind in the 
original covers of each issue but not the advertis
ing pages.
Binding, when you supply the loose copies, $2.25; 
when we supply all new copies, $3.75.

[ouRNAL OF The American Institute of Architects 
1735 New York Avenue, N. W„ Washington 6, D. C.



HILLYARU TrMiment 
Produrt* Specified 

Fer lerr

SchaiMi, C4rd«n ud Enkion. Anhitnu. t V. Rupiniku AMoriiK 
Arcbiucl. Hi. Re«. MMUi«n«t Jslu V. Birrai, AnMIemen Dlrectw 

C«thfllk Ho»piu$k CpomiIkabl

*
Whiia Oan'Seal S«|Hr Shine-All 
SuvM Hil-Tem

mdering a floor treatmenl planning tervice to archilecU, hoa- 

pital coneultanU and administralon on a nationwide Kale, ha* 

become a respected part of Killyard’* a*«i*tance. By tubmittmg 

valuable information on new producti, improved treating method*, help 

on specific floor problems, Hillyard provide* specification* that 

beautiful lifetime floors with a tninimum of labor costs.

fw fikWr avd MphpUHilTet

Smimt HU'Bnir W«i

•Mure
more

Hillyard's field staff of 120 trained floor experts (Hillyard 

Mainiaineert”) 6 are stationed in key cities cosst to coast. These 

"on your staff not your payrofl" for statistical advice on costa, 

full product facta, ")ob captain** help on floors without charge to 

, ■ ■ . -n architect or hospital managemenL

men are

*
I ST. JOSEPH. MO.

OH VHITt FOR TH£ NAME OF THE HILLTAHO MAINTARtEtH NEAREST YOC. 
ON YOU« STAFF...

NOT YOUR PAYROLL



An Accounting System
designed for YOUR Office

Four years of intensive effort by a Com
mittee of The Institute has resulted in the 
completion of a Cost Accounting System 
which is adapted to the special needs of 
architectural offices.

Heart of the System is the Book of In
structions, available with each of the Offers; 
or sold separately at $5 00 per copy. In it 
are all necessary instructions, along with 
samples of most of the Forms, hlled out as 
examples.

The System can be purchased in three 
separate Offers. Each contains a year’s 
supply of Forms. Full information on the 
contents of each Offer, and prices of in
dividual Forms, may be obtained upon re- 
auest.
Offer No. 1—$55.00

Include* Initructioo*, .Accounting Forma, 
Owner-Contractor Forms, Binders, with 
names imprinted on Binders and Forms.

Offer No. 2—$31.50
Includes Instructions, Accounting Forms, 
Owner-Contractor Forms.

Offer No. 3—$22.50
Includes Instructions, Accounting Forms.

The American Institute of Architects 

1735 New York Avenue, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.



12 IN THE ENTRANCES TO
Chicago Federal

Savings Building
Chicago, III.

Architects:

Graham, Anderson,
Probst & White

The Door thof iefs

TRAFFIC through QUICKLY

ELLISON BRONZE CO.

Jamestown, New York
representatives in 78 principal cities
in the United States and Canada

^ BAlANCfD DOOR



It's your client's
money that's going

down every time
a floor

is installed

You can realize why flooring is so 
important, when you consider how 
the right fl<K>r can cut maintenance 
costs...increase morale...raise com
pany profits.

That’s why there are so many ad
vantages to dealing with a Kentile,

Inc. Flooring Representative. He’s an 
expert in his field... backed by train
ing and on-the-job experience with 
every type of installation. Call on 
him...his business is to serve you. 
For his name and address, w'rire to 
the nearest of the olflces listed below.

KENTILE • KENCOR.K* KENRUBBER • KENFLEX • KENFLOR

KENTILE INC.
■Reg. U. S. Fot. O*.

KENTILE. INC., 96 aeeoND avk.. aitooKLVN is. n. y. • aso fifth avk.. ncw yomk i. n. y.
70S AACHITCCTB ■L.DS., I7TM S OANSOM STS., FHIUAOBLFHIA S. FA, ' tail NSC SLOS.. CCrVCLAMO 
lA, OHIO . too FIACHTREK ST., N. C., ATLANTA B. OA. ■ 2020 WALNUT ST.. KANSAS CITY S. 
MO, • 4S22 SO. KOLIN AVC., CHICAGO 22. ILL. • 4B01 SANTA FE AVE,, LOS ANGELES BS. CALIF.
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